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COMPANY NAME
A.M.A SPA

WEBSITE
www.ama.it

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
AMA is an Italian group able to supply components and equipment for outfitting and maintaining offhighway vehicles, agricultural and gardening machines. The 6 Business Units: Seats and Steering
Wheels, Cabs, Hydraulic, Agricultural Components, Soil Equipment and Garden.

ANNOVI REVERBERI S.p.A.

www.annovireverberi.it

Annovi Reverberi, founded in 1958, is a leading Italian manufacturer of diaphragm pumps for crop,
orchard and vineyard spraying, fertigation and seeder treatments, street cleaning and firefighting
installations, and a wide range of high pressure triplex plunger pumps for a multitude of industrial
cleaning applications. We also offer a range of high pressure washers, vacuum and ash cleaners, water
pumps.
Innovation, technology and quality are our guiding principles.
First Choice When Quality Matters.
Profile: Bondioli & Pavesi designs and manufactures mechanical, hydraulic and electronic components
dedicated to power transmission, heat exchange, hydraulic and electronic control for agricultural and offroad machines.
Products: PTO drive shafts, Gearboxes, Gear Pumps and Motors, Axial Piston Pumps and Motors,
Coupling Systems, Integrated Hydraulic Circuits, Directional Control Valves, Cartridge Valves, In line
Valves, Servocontrols, Feeding Units, ECU, Fan Drive Systems, Heat Exchangers.

BONDIOLI&PAVESI SALES &
LOGISTICS S.p.A.

WWW.BONDIOLI-PAVESI.COM

CERMAG SPA

www.cermag.com

Spare parts and accessories for agricultural machines

CICORIA S.r.l.

www.cicoria.it

Agricoltural machinery manufacturer

CLAAS Italia S.p.a.

www.claas.it

Wholesale of Agricultural Machinery, Equipment and Supplies

DARMEC TECHNOLOGIES
S.R.L.

http://darmec.it/categoria_macchinar Manufacture of other agricultural machinery - Manufacture of aircraft, spacecraft and related devices
i/soluzioni-agricole/
nec

DIESSE S.R.L.

WWW.DIESSEAGRI.IT

Production of agricultural machines for agriculture, forestry and gardening

FALC SRL

www.falc.eu

Agricultural machines: soil tillage (driven by pto): power harrows-rotary tillers-digging machines-rotory
ploughs-shredders (for open fields and for orchards)-shredders for maintenance-shredders with collectorhydraulic forklifts for tractors

NUZZO FORTUNATO & C. SAS www.nuzzofortunato.com

Nuzzo Fortunato & C. was founded in 1938. To work effectively and continuously for eighty years
means, for a company, have achieved a significant target.
Our company has an important operational structure, we are committed to providing our customer with
the highest standard of work and service and we are specialized in: hydraulic components for
agricultural, construction and mining machinery.
To meet these requirements, it is absolutely necessary guarantee constant technological innovation and
continuously improving of manufacturing processes.
The main feature that distinguishes us is surely the reliability and correctness in carrying out our
business.
We go out of our way to ensure an unmatchable combination of quality and choice.

ROVATTI A. & FIGLI POMPE
SPA

www.rovatti.it

Since 1953 Rovatti Pompe, owned by Rovatti Family, manufactures and develops a wide range of
centrifugal surface and submersible electric pumps, suitable for several application areas, such as:
agriculture and irrigation, water supply and water treatment

Sigma4 Spa

www.sigma4.it

Sigma4 Spa is the leading Italian company in the production of front end loaders for tractors, backhoes,
blades and implements. We currently export to more than 50 Countries worlwide. Sigma4 is part of the
IG Holding, which also owns the Gallignani square balers for hay and forage, and Alfaspeed haymaking
technology (mowers, rakes, tedders and mergers)

SOAPLAST

www.soaplast.it

The Soaplast s.r.l. (ex Agriplast) has been using since the early 1980s its resources to research and
develop polyethylene pipes for agricultural irrigation.
Soaplast can offers a complete range of driplines from the cylindrical turbulent and pressurecompensating to the flat driplines with labyrinth and with dripper pressure-compensating and turbulent ;
also the Company offers all the necessary accessories for a complete irrigation system. The commercial
activity is rather developed with goods arriving in several ports around the world from Europe to Africa,
from the Middle East to Asia to South America. Soaplast customers network: retailers, wholesalers,
importers from foreign countries, installers and large agricultural companies.

